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which are totally dependent on logistics at the time of
disaster. The response operation has two types of
functionality to give the immediate response [3], first is
developing the temporary network [4] and second is
find out the shortest time slot in which basic
requirements of good are delivered to the affected
population. In the transition operation Non-profit
Organizations (NGOs) provides different services and
emergency responses for affected population. Recovery
operation is executed to affected population to
overcome the preventing condition and restore their
earlier state after the disaster by different functionalities
like reconstructing homes, distributing goods and train
to people how to recover their condition within a year
time. In the time of disaster there is overloading of
information on the data center for sharing information
among the relief centers and relief organization.
Distributed data center improves the functionalities of
logistics information system over the cloud for sharing
accurate information at right time and right location to
verify the emergency responses and recovery. There are
so many existing disaster prevention information
system developed to use different information systems.
In 2004, Hiroyuki Yamada proposed decentralized
disaster prevention information system based on the
Risk Adaptive Regional Management Information
System (RARMIS), municipality information system
and disaster prevention information center system [5].
In 2010, Vagelis Hristidis analyzed data from different
experiences from business continuity information
network (BCIN) with Miami-dade county emergency
management office in research directions [6]. In 2012,
Ram S. Tiwaree, presented the requirement of
geospatial information for disaster risk management in
Asia and the Pacific region in developing geo-reference
portals in selected countries and established link with
the regional level networks [7]. In 2014, kota tomoyasu,
took the case study of Japan (Typhoon Man-yi, 2013)
and analyzed the improvement of process of mail based
disaster information system and also identified
differences between text message and time delays in the
dissemination of evacuation information by local
governments [8]. As though, many improvement and
advancement in information system has taken place
over a period of time reflects lack of logistics
information system using distributed data center which
lowers cost and latency to maintain and distribute the
information in different regions of country. Nepal is
being 11th most earthquake affected country in the
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This paper reports a case study which aims to analyze
role of information system in natural disaster activities
for emergency relief and response. Information system
supports distribution, tracking, tracing of goods and
funds in all phases of disaster relief operations cycle in
logistics. This study is based on Nepal earthquake,
2015. It also proposes distributed data center which
provides connectivity among the relief data centers and
relief organizations for sharing information at different
locations by using logistics information system. The
study demonstrates how relief data centers
communicate to different relief organizations for
various logistics needs by using distributed data center.
Logistics information system (LIS) can be used to
connect the data center at different locations and pass
the information at lower cost and time with quick
response in cloud environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Relief organizations coordinate to each other in
logistics information system which defines the flow of
information related to logistics units within supply
chain to monitor the activities of relief organization like
resources, road route tacking, railway route tracking,
mobility, transportations, hospitality, equipments, goods
and emergency needs and responses. Relief
organizations are combination of some government
agency like United State Agency for International
Development (USAID), United Kingdom’s Department
for International Development (DFID), United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), Non-Profit Organizations
(NGOs), and World Food Program (WFP) and so on.
There are four major disaster relief operations like,
preparation, response, transition and recovery [1].
Preparation operation is executed before a disaster
strikes. The physical network is designed for
information sharing and communication technology
system [2]. After the disaster, the response operation is
executed immediately for saving lives and damages.
Logistics information system focuses on response
operation in distribution of food, medical equipments
supply and other requirements of affected population
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world. In 25 April, 2015, an earthquake of 7.8
magnitudes in the Lamjung district 81 kilometers faced
from northwest of Kathmandu, where thousands were
killed and millions of population were affected [9].
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According to the data provided by Government of
Nepal, the logistics information system for the
emergency needs should be well managed. Logistics
information system is a very important task for relief
operations which have large numbers of relief data
centers and relief organizations for distributing
emergency needs at right time, right location with lower
cost and minimum time. Logistics information system
needs a flexible and scalable data center for distributing
logistics in emergency areas and to affected population
for disaster recovery, so the cloud based distributed data
center will be beneficial to improve the logistics
information system among the relief data centers and
relief organizations.

Figure.1: Earthquake locations based on Learning from the April
25, 2015, Nepal earthquake: Mapping the deformation and site
response [10]

Logistics Information System (LIS)
Logistics information system solves many issues
regarding disaster relief operations by supporting the
implementation of flow of goods distribution with right
information at right place. LIS also provides all
information in accurate format to all the regions of
countries through the distributed data center over cloud.
Figure.2: Nepal earthquake pictures posted by P.C.: Matthew
Wood based on learning from the April 25, 2015, Nepal
earthquake: Mapping the deformation and site response [10]

Findings
Based on data which has successfully managed by
Government of Nepal obtained statistical data of the
earthquake in Nepal that is occurred on 25 April and 12
May, 2015. There are so many emergency needs for
affected population.
Table.1: (Based Nepal Earthquake 2015 Field
Research the Earthquake’s Epicenter by Sweta
Rajbhandari [11])
Number of
affected
population
500,000
1.4 million
5.6 million

Type of affected
population

Emergency
Needs

households
Food affected
Injured

1.1 million
1.0 million
3.0 million

Thirsty
Slums affected
Non Hygiene

Houses
Food
Medical care
and Health
service
Water
Sanitation
Hygiene
services

Figure.3: Flow of information of LIS in Disaster Relief

LIS keeps the records of information about the different
relief data centers and relief organizations for
maintaining emergency warehouses and stocks,
procurement activities, financial information about the
required funds, budget to protect the affected population
for recovery after the earthquake [12]. The
characteristics of LIS include information extraction,
information retrieval, information filtering, and
information distribution among the disaster relief data
centers and relief organizations [13]. There are four
components of LIS:
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Facilities Location: defines the services
provided for affected population.
Transport Facilities: defines the route mapping
and tracking to monitor the transport by road
and railway route.
Data Center: collects the information of
affected areas and population for emergency
needs from different regions.
Distribution: allows data centers to distribute
information according to emergency needs to
different data centers of relief data centers and
relief organization in systematic manner.







Allow quick access to information of logistics
process and monitor the requirements of
affected population.
Improvised coordination, connection and
networking among the relief data centers and
relief organizations.
Cost effective and time efficient in distribution
of information.
Easy to reach large numbers of affected
population of earthquake.
Allow real time data provision and monitoring.
Easy to provide access to large number of
relief organizations.

Distributed Data Center for Disaster Relief
over Cloud
The distributed data center collects the information of
multiple relief data centers, distribution centers, needs
of affected population for giving instant response of
disaster relief operations. The aim of distributed data
center is to carry out information delivery from relief
distribution centers to the affected areas for emergency
needs of affected population. At the time of disaster,
damaged building infrastructure, markets affect on the
delivery of goods, food, waters and other required needs
creates complexity and difficulty in emergency logistics
control at accurate time and location. Distributed data
center provides link and establishes perfect
relationships among the relief organizations, disaster
relief data centers and other funding agencies to trace
and track the information of logistics components.
Distributed data center ensures reliable communication
environment at lower cost and lower latency for
different information processing and distribution
capacity in earthquake situations.

Figure.4: LIS for Disaster Relief in earthquake

Challenges for LIS





Traditional bottleneck in centralized data
center is for accessing information from the
relief data centers for needs of logistics.
Collecting information of requirements of
affected area and population for emergency
needs
Weal Links or connectivity between the
emergency relief data centers and relief
organizations.
Difficult to create priority between high degree
of request and response of relief data centers
and relief organizations.

Advantages
System





of

Logistics

Information
Figure.5: Distributed Data Center over Cloud

Rapid and efficient collection of information.
Map all the relief organizations supporting
with relief data centers at lower cost and lower
time for accessing information at international
level.
Access real time information sent and
distributed via relief data center to different
relief organization at different regions in the
world.

Distributed data center establishes the connectivity by
using cloud provider to set up links between the relief
data center and relief organization to distribute logistics
information for emergency needs through the cloud
computing. Cloud computing have some extra ordinary
techniques to implement the process of data center for
information distribution in multiple region at lower cost
and time [14]. LIS collects the information through the
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different relief data centers which uploads lot of
requests for emergency needs in disaster assessment
form. Cloud provider distributes these requests to
multiple data centers located at different regions and
access information of different components of logistics.

execution and fast computation. Cloud computing is
advance technology for managing and sharing
information by using different types of data center
environment which allows high quality of network,
infrastructure, processes, and quick responses to relief
data centers for emergency supply [16]. Cloud
computing is an internet based computing which
provides interconnecting process among the systems for
sharing recourses by each other. Cloud computing is a
low cost, less time and flexible in alternative to physical
environment. It provides application consistent recovery
and virtual recovery environments which includes
network connectivity among the servers [17]. An
earthquake is unexpected event at any time, at any place
made by nature, creates hardware failure, software
failure and even human. Earthquake can lead to serious
area loss and can put human lives at risk. Cloud
computing has fast tracking record service of
applications performance, servers performance,
networking infrastructures at worldwide. Cloud based
data center has fast execution of information in different
region at multiple levels of logistics. At the time of
recovery of earthquake we can find the relief data
centers have overloading of information due to their
centralized data center policy and relief organization
have inaccurate or mismatch information among the
relief data centers. Cloud computing allows the relief
data centers’ information and applications on remotely
located servers that are connected to the relief
organization network. There are two main factors for
choosing cloud computing environment for these types
of data centers and organizations.
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Figure.6: Proposed architecture of Distributed Data Center for
Relief Data Centers for Nepal

Distributed data center evaluates information on the
basis of transfer time and cost by using cloud
computing approaches and monitor LIS which involves
several relief data centers to connect relief organization.
Above figure presents the distributed data center for
relief data center in Nepal, which has different data
center at different location. Each data center is
connected its own region. Each region has collects all
information from its own data center and pass to LIS for
distributing information related to LIS components to
region of relief organizations of other countries. The
transfer cost and transfer time will be reduced by using
distributed data center in Nepal among the relief data
center and relief organizations.

1.

Cloud Computing based LIS
When an earthquake occurs, the communication links
like internet accessing, telephone lines etc are
overloaded will calls, connectivity and accessing. For
emergency relief operations cloud computing helps the
government organization, private organization and
relief data centers to access real time earthquake
information through the distributed data center [15]. If
Nepal uses cloud based distributed data center to
manage its community development for rebuilding
infrastructure of data center from the next day at any
location after an earthquake has occurred. The logistics
information system operations are well executed in
relief data centers. The cloud providers maintain all the
information on thousand of system at different location,
so the relief organization access all information about
earthquake quickly from different relief data centers
located in Nepal.

2.

Cost: Cost is the primary factor to select cloud
as a service. Cloud service is always cheaper
for recovery mechanisms by minimizing
different types of cost.
Latency: Latency is another important factor to
select cloud as a service with its less time
execution process.

Cloud Computing Approaches:
It is important to distribute the information of
emergency needs to geographically based relief
organizations at different location. This geographic
distance results into higher bandwidth cost and impacts
on application response time over the longer distance.
There are some approaches of cloud computing to
resolve these challenges:
1. Pricing Model of cloud computing: Pricing model
is a methodology of cloud computing which present the
cost of data center depend upon various elements of
pricing model [18].

Cloud Computing provides different services for any
organization by using infrastructure, platform, software
as a service, which allows relief data centers to utilize
these resources for information sharing, information
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This approach presents distributed data center where
each region has its own data center and calculates the
response time which will be reduced by using data
center selection policy approach to execute user base
(relief data center) requests on the nearest data center
(relief organization). So the nearest data center (relief
organization) which has higher position in the
proximity list will they respond to the user base (relief
data center). Distributed service broker policy algorithm
(DSBP) uses scheduling approach which focuses that
more than one data centers (relief organizations) exist in
the same region, the job request will be executed on the
closest data center (relief organization), the job request
will be also executed on data center (relief organization)
which have lowest cost of total cost (virtual machine
cost + data transfer cost).

Pricing presents the consumption of storage
how users pay for execution on virtual
machine.
Dispatch decides how to switch among the
different tasks.
Accounting presents that virtual machine is
used by which user at what time.
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) presents
which physical VM is created and executed.

2. Dynamically reconfiguring based policy: This
approach chooses scaling and application development
on the current load it faces. It uses user request routing
model. In which user base is a group of relief data
centers which generate information related to
requirements of affected population in the form of job
(Cloudlet). Each cloudlet contains relief data center id
and application id. Each cloudlet has unique service
request by particular relief data center which can be
identified by its relief data center id and application id.
Cloud Sim and Cloud analyst simulator helps to pass
these requests of relief data centers through internet and
service broker policy decides which request will
execute on which data center and send to which relief
organization. VM load balancer uses load balance
policy used by data center when serving allocation
requests. Load balancing policy uses round robin
algorithm allocates all incoming requests to the
available virtual machines in round robin without
considering the current load on each virtual machine.

There are following steps of DSBP algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cloud Simulation and Result Analysis
Cloud Sim and Cloud Analyst is used for
implementation of proposed architecture and proposed
DSBP algorithm. Cloud Sim and Cloud Analyst
simulator helps developers with insights simulation that
how to distribute applications among cloud
infrastructures and value added services such as
optimization of applications performance [20]. We
configure simulator by using distributed data center
where each region has its own data center and focuses
on that how the response time will reduce by executing
requests of relief data center on closest relief
organization data center. Here is relief data center base
located in different region with their respective region
id and different relief organization data centers which
are located in different regions. Here is user base (relief
data center) configuration where each user base located
in different regions with their respective region id.

3. Datacenter Selection Policy: This approach selects
only one data center from different within the same
region.
4. Service Proximity based Policy: This approach is
used to find shortest path to the data center from the
user base (relief data center) to the closest data center
(relief organization) depended on the network latency
selection [19].
5. Performance Optimized based Policy: this
approach monitors the performance of all data center to
control traffic on data centers for giving best response
time [19].
Proposed Distributed
Algorithm
Relief Data
Centers in
Nepal

Region

Kathmandu
Lumbini
Narayni

0
1
2

Service

Broker

Select the region
Calculate the number of relief data center in
selected region
Select the nearest relief data center with
minimum latency and minimum bandwidth
cost
Find out the current request and pass to nearest
relief organization data center
Analyze the result

Policy

Table.1: User base (Relief Data Center Configuration)
Data
Virtual
User
Requests Available
Center
Machine
base
(Relief
Bandwidth
Id
Memory
(Relief
Data
Data
Center)
Center)
DC 1
512 Mb
5
100
1000
DC 2
512 Mb
5
100
1000
DC 3
512 Mb
5
100
1000
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Number
of
Processor

Processor
Speed

3
3
3

1000
1000
1000
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Bheri
3
DC 4
512 Mb
5
100
1000
3
Rapti
4
DC 5
512 Mb
5
100
1000
3
Bagmati
5
DC 6
512 Mb
5
100
1000
3
On basis of an above table we find out the following average response time of all user bases (relief data
our proposed DSBP algorithm.
Table.2: Performance of average response time
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Figure.6: Cost performance graph of proposed DSBP algorithm
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According to the average response table and cost
performance graph we can analyze that proposed DSBP
will improve the service broker policy approach to
minimize the latency for response time and cost of
selection of data transfer for information transmission
by relief data centers to relief organization.

Now when the number of user base (relief data center)
requests for logistics demand increases the response
time of decreases rapidly. In distributed data center
architecture the local relief data center takes request
from its own region and will not face overloading on its
server because each local relief data center execute the
emergency requirements and gives effective response
time. The proposed DSBP algorithm uses scheduling
job to reduce the total cost of data transfer cost and
virtual machine cost in comparison to exist service
broker policy. The following graph is presenting the
number of virtual machine (VM) and number of
cloudlet and cost of different data centers using
different approach.

Conclusion
A country recovering from earthquake, such as Nepal
be highly benefited from cloud based logistics
information system with distributed data center which
supports distribution of information about emergency
needs at right time, right location with effective cost
and efficient time. Distributed data center concentrates
on information flow for logistics decisions like,
coordination of relief data centers, funding agencies,
need assessment, communication, relief organizations
and emergency relief operations within supply chain.
By implementing distributed data center over cloud for
logistics information system, one can get recovered
from emergency needs and logistics processes in
earthquake recovery, so by implementing distributed
data center in earthquake, Nepal can overcome their
earthquake relief operation. This paper identifies that
distributed data center can help for recovery of
earthquake to give better performance for logistics
information system to different relief organizations
from relief data centers.
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